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Emerald City Setting for Mutants and Masterminds Third Edition Authors: Darren Ballmer, Steve Kenson, Christopher McGlothlin, and Aaron Sullivan Cover Artist: Imaginary Friends StudiosRevised Format: Hardback Book With Poster Map ISBN-10: 1-934547-45-X ISBN-13: 978-1-934547-8 Emerald City
Opens the Wider World for the Third Edition of the World's Greatest Superheroes in RPG, Mutants and Inspirations! Located on Earth-Prime award-winning City of Liberty, Emerald City provides a base for your heroes and all new places for adventure and excitement! This book describes a growing Pacific
northwest metropolis where life was quiet and routine. He had no alien armadas filling the sky, or mad gods trying to turn it into hell on Earth. Things were stable ... until the Silver Storm tore through the city and unleashed a flood of new superpowers and threats! Included in this 336-page hardback book
are: The 96-page Player's Guide to Emerald City, giving IMM players everything they need to know about the city and its history, geography and culture, and how to fit their characters into unique elements of its setting, from the Silver Storm to the Crypto-Clans. It also includes the Guardians, a full group
of ready-to-play ISM heroes. The 128-page Secrets of the Emerald City for Gamemasters, offering a plethora of adventurous hooks, behind-the-scenes information, and villainous opponents. A 112-page adventure by the Knights of the Emerald City, full of an introductory story arc that takes heroes from
the origins of the superpowers in the city to the world, embracing a threat that has been hidden there throughout history! A full-color map of the poster depicting the Emerald City and its surroundings. After the Silver Storm, super-criminals have cast aside years of fragile peace, ready to go to war to settle
old scores and claim the throne of the city's underworld. The Emerald City does not have an established super-team to call in this crisis; it is a city that needs heroes. Answer the phone! SKU: grr5504 ISBN: 1-934547-45-X Tags: Adventures, Emerald City, Maps, RPG Settings Guardians, Emerald City



Guardians Dragoneye, Kid Robot, Mongrel, Princess, Rocky, Rook, Ultramarine, Victor, Whirlwind, Xeno Maximilian Mars, Freedom League, AEGIS F.O.E., Tellax, Commander United and funded by Maximilian Mars in the wake of the Silver Storm Most of the characters operated in the Emerald City just
a short time before the Storm, but it brought them together. They stopped the newly created stormtroopers as they raged through the city and then helped authorities investigate the cause that led them to a series of adventures culminating in the creation Team. Some Guardians knew each other at least a
few before they banded together, but none of them worked together more than a few times. Once the team was formed, Dr. Hallemeier asked them to take over The Kid Robot and teach him how to use his powers responsibly and Vortex did not join the Guardians until a couple of months later, after
running against Ultramarine and Xeno. Now, a few months later, the Guardians have strengthened their role as heroes in the Emerald City and are well known. Individual members are more or less accepted by the population and the authorities. Mongrel, because of its appearance, Vortex, because of its
relatively recent spike in crime, and Xeno, because of its alien nature, have the hardest time in this regard, but most others are quite popular. Base and paraphernalia Edit Emerald Tower Edit the first five floors of the Emerald Tower dedicated to the team headquarters. There are security systems, strike
supports and reinforcements separating these floors from the lower floors, and access is limited by a secure express lift and equally safe access to the roof. First floor: Mostly public floor. It contains conference rooms and communication centers, as well as computer equipment, offices, an infirmary and a
library. Second floor: Personal rooms, gym, kitchen, dining room and entertainment room. Third floor: power core, environmental equipment, defense systems and storage facilities. Fourth floor: Laboratories and workshops occupy about half the level, and the other half is dedicated to a two-story
combined training hall and gym. Top floor: Divided between the hangars and the top of the training hall. Chariot Edit Granted by Maximilian Mars, Chariot is a highly developed vertical takeoff and landing vehicle capable of supersonic speed and reaching the upper atmosphere. It can hold up to a dozen
people and can hold several tons of cargo. It includes some of Mars' most advanced technologies, including self-repair systems that can recover the spacecraft almost from scrap, given enough time. Van Edit Is designed to travel around the city and region, Wang is used when the team needs
transportation, but Chariot is impractical or unnecessary. Grav-Bikes Edit Grav-bikes are designed for individual or tandem transport throughout the city. They are light and manoeuvrable, but offer little protection in combat situations. Grav-bikes started as prototypes to replace the aging fleet of AEGIS
skycycles, but proved too expensive for the agency. Gallery Edit Add a Photo to this Gallery Links and Links Edit Edit - How to Find in the Emerald City Player's Guide. WELCOME to EMERALD CITY, Storm City, City of Destiny, City on the Red and White Rivers, Three Hills... city in the stream. The
Emerald City is a thriving Pacific Northwest metropolis, a port city known as home to hardy pioneers for more than and a half. The people of E.K. also need their innovative spirit, as the city has also become the focus of changing events in the world. One of them, known as the Silver Storm, created a large
influx of new superhumans in the city almost overnight. The emerald city has gone from being a city curiously lacking in modern superheroes in a world filled with them to be one of the newest hotspots of costumed heroism and villainy. The Emerald City exists in the vast universe of superheroes of Earth
Prime. Also home to its East Coast cousin, Freedom City, Earth Prime is a dynamic world of heroes, villains, invading aliens, strange mystical monsters, and everything you could expect from modern superhero action. Created by Green Ronin Publishing (greenronin) Author Jack Norris with additional
material by Steve Kenson and Green Ronin Publishing. Based on Earth World Prime and Emerald City, the installation is for mutants Green Ronin and Masterminds RPG. Type of World: Open Image Source: Green Ronin Publishing MUTANTS AND MASTERMINDS RPG EMERALD CITY CAMPAIGN
SETTING HC (W) Steve Kenson, Darren Ballmer, Christopher McGlotlin, Aaron Sullivan Emerald City is a whole new setting for your mutants and masterminds of the third edition of the campaign. Located in the same universe as the award-winning City of Liberty, Emerald City provides a home base for
your heroes and a place where they can shine. This rich and detailed source book describes a fully realized city that until recently was perfectly normal. He had no alien armadas filling the sky, or mad gods trying to turn it into hell on Earth. Things were stable ... Until the Silver Storm ripped through the
city and unleashed a torrent of dangerous super-villains and monsters! Now the criminal masterminds have set aside years of fragile peace, ready to go to war to settle old scores and claim the throne of the city's underworld. Emerald City does not have established teams to call in this crisis. This is a city
that needs heroes. Are you going to answer the phone? So I'll be working the Emerald City Knights module for a few friends over the next few weeks. This will be the first time any of us have played mutants and masterminds. So far we've done the characters (happens with PL10, since I have 5 heroes in
my group and adventure offers 6 , decided on a general tone and how to continue after the module, worldly building things basically, since I don't want to just use the finished settings completely. so it's not as powerful as it is in the comics. The engine is a genius bruiser mutant who uses steam armor to
enhance himself. He's also a billionaire. Geas - vampire brought to the hero, so his curse does not overtake him completely. Also, technically a magician, not a meta-man. Inferno - a mutant pyrokinetic, soft and proactive guy who just wants to become a hero. Cool guy, lad, Knight is the only Silver Storm
commissioner in this group, though not quite. Actually died in a storm and was revived by the face of death that got quite annoying so many people getting senselessly killed and made the Death Knight her champion. Also, perhaps the nicest person next to Starfire in the group. Since I've never run any
MSM before, I'd really like some general tips on how to keep a group like that invested and fake them into a real super-team during an adventure, and any tips you can have about the Emerald City Knights adventure yourself that you might have. Page 2 3 comments comments mutants and masterminds
emerald city map. mutants and masterminds emerald city knights pdf. mutants and masterminds emerald city campaign setting pdf. mutants and masterminds emerald city pdf download. mutants and masterminds emerald city review
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